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Outline

• Gravitational waves (GWs) : new window to explore the universe
   - backgrounds 
   - GW detection technique based on laser interferometry

• GW astronomy 
   ex) GW150914:  the original BH-BH binary coalescence discovered by GWs

• Multi-Messenger Astronomy (MMA)
   ex) GW170817: the first NS-NS binary coalescence discovered by GWs
        GRB170817A: a short gamma-ray burst discovered in gamma-rays 

• Implications of GW science and MMA 

• Summary





"for decisive contributions to 
the LIGO detector and 

the observation of gravitational waves".



The deep field seen by the Hubble space telescope 
(visible/near infrared)



some heavenly bodies are intrinsically “dark” or too far to “see”



space-time metric = Minkowski + perturbation (GWs)

GW “waveform” = amplitude x exp(phase)

Gravitational waves

TT (transverse and traceless) gauge conditions

Buonnano (2007) https://arxiv.org/pdf/0709.4682.pdf





Credit: Carl  Rodriguez

orbital motion of two point masses
does not change space-time

Newton’s gravity and a binary motion (1687)



Credit: Carl  Rodriguez

Einstein’s general relativity (1915)

“mass ~  warped space-time ”



Einstein’s GR and binary motion

perturbation generated by an orbital motion (acceleration of 
masses) are propagated toward outward at the speed of light 

Credit: Carl  Rodriguez

gravitational waves (GWs)



“중력파원(源)”
gravitational-wave sources



GW frequency: 10-16 Hz (early Universe) ~ 10,000 Hz (supernovae)

GW universe

early universe
black holes and neutron stars 
in binaries at far distance (z~1)

supernova 
(in our galaxy)



10-2000 Hz (in gravitational-wave frequency)





중력파 파형 모델의 예
포스트 뉴토니언 중력파 파형방정식 (TaylorF2)

Buonnano et al. (2009), PHYSICAL REVIEW D 80, 084043

higher order corrections available for TaylorF2 (Favata 2013, arXiv:1310.8288)







GW detectors

80s - now
40-m laser interferometer 

(proto type)
(Caltech)

60s
Joseph Webber and his Al 

resonance bar detector (wikipedia)

2010-now
advanced LIGO

(ligo.org)







Basic concept of laser interferometry
and effects of GWs

https://www.ligo.caltech.edu/video/ligo20160211v6



2006

best sensitivity of the initial LIGO: 
h < 4x10-23  around fgw~100 Hz

LIGO sensitivity reached the design sensitivity in Nov. 2005
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1호(2012 발행)

advanced LIGO (2010 - now)

http://www.ligo.org/magazine/



https://www.advancedligo.mit.edu/adligo_news.html

sensitivity
of LIGO 

(Hanford, Livingstron) optics 
monitoring

control
system

2015 November control room



http://
www.nature
.com/news/ 
einstein-s-
gravitationa

l-waves-
found-at-

last-1.19361

source event rates and 
detection volume (sensitivity)
determines “detection rate”



Global network of GW detectors
(all laser interferometers)

GEO600

Virgo

LIGO India

라이고 리빙스턴

라이고 핸포드



LIGO

GEO
Virgo

KAGRA

LIGO-
India

LIGO

Why do we need a network?

Source localization + coherent detection (w/ time-delay)

텍스트



https://www.ligo.caltech.edu/video/ligo20160211v5

movie: GW effects on Earth





Estimation of physical parameters 

GW
detection

Measuring observables
• m1, m2, spin(s)
• distance
• sky location

Followup observations
Astrophysics

two sites of LIGO 
on Earth detect GWs 
by 7ms time difference

m1

m2

“parameter estimation”
Bayesian inference



GW observation =   sensitive detector  
                           + good waveform 
                           + Bayesian inference

waveform “approximants”
waveform “templates”

(파형)근사모델

템플릿



Buonnano (2007) https://arxiv.org/pdf/0709.4682.pdf

GWs emitted by a binary’s orbital motion

wave = amplitude x e(i phase), single plane wave

n: 진행방향벡터 (propagation vector)

GW h(t): amplitude, phase, number of cycles

• deviation from the model 
—> source of systematic error, reduction in SNR
—> precision of the measurement 

h(t) source



lecture note by K. Thorne
http://www.aei.mpg.de/~pau/GWs_Course/data/L01-19-37.pdf

Basic method to detect GWs for a “known” source



1915 general relativity
.

1960s invention of the first GW detector (Joe Webber)
.

1970s GW existence proof (Hulse-Taylor pulsar)
.
.

2015 direct detection of GWs
from coalescing BBHs

GW150914 GW151226



BBH and NS-NS detections so far
Observation run 1 (O1)

Sep. 12, 2015 ~ Jan. 12, 2016

with advanced LIGO (H1+L1)
GW150914, GW151226, LVT 151012

- - - - - - - 

Observation run 2 (O2)
Nov. 2016 - Aug. 2017

with advanced LIGO (H1+L1)
GW170104, GW170608

with advanced LIGO (H1+L1) and  advanced Virgo
GW170814, GW170817



https://www.ligo.caltech.edu/page/detection-companion-papers



GW150914 Binary BH-BH (BBH) merger

“Observation of Gravitational Waves 
from a Binary Black Hole Merger” 

(published on 12 Feb, 2016)

2057 citations (as of Nov 23, 2017)



GW150914  : GW emission from  
30 Msun - 40 Msun BH-BH binary coalescence

video for GW150914 “sounds”  
https://www.ligo.caltech.edu/gallery



GW150914  : GW emission from  
30 Msun - 40 Msun BH-BH binary coalescence



410





How do we know the source of GW150914 is 

generated from the BH-BH coalescence?







GW150914 

first direct detection of GWs
first BH-BH binary discovery



GW150914 

first discovery of a BH > 25 Msun



BH astronomy is now available with GWs!

https://www.ligo.caltech.edu

m1+m2 ~ mf + GWs



BH/NS astronomy is now available with 
GWs!



More detections will come !



블랙홀의 진화

GWs as tools to understand 
the formation and evolution of 

compact binaries







LIGO-Virgo collaborations, Nature (2009)

Multi-band observation is important for GW astronomy!

Fig 2. Abbott et al. (2009) 



Multi-Messenger Astronomy 
(MMA)

다중신호 천문학 

https://astro.desy.de



Multi-Messenger Astronomy 
(MMA)

다중신호 천문학 

GW(identification, location, distance, mass)
EM (host galaxy, redshift, afterglows)
neutrino (ex: supernova, nuclear reactions)



중력파로 발견한 천체를 빛/입자로도 관측할 수 있다면?

중력파로 추정한 GW150914의 위치(검정색 실
선)과 해당 영역내에서 전파-가시광선-엑스선-감마
선등 빛의 전 영역에서 수행된 후속 천문 관측



first extragalactic NS-NS 
first NS-NS discovered by GWs  

the beginning of MMA era  
(voluntary international collaboration)  

proof of NS-NS merger as a progenitor of a  
short gamma-ray burst (GRB) 

* GW detection for the inspiral phase only 
* tidal deformation is observed 
* merger is not observed (~6 kHz) 

cf) ~ 10 NS-NS known in our galaxy 
(all discovered by radio observation) 
       radio pulsar - neutron star  



Implications of GW detection of 
a NS-NS binary coalescence

* GW-EM emission from NS-NS merger 
* NS interior as a testbed for nuclear physics



3500+ authors including LIGO, Virgo, many observers around the world 

14 LIGO authors + several KMTNet members + IceCube members in Korea



The sequence of events leading to the Las Cumbres Observatory detection of a kilonova. Milky Way Image Credit & Copyright: Nick Risinger 
(Photopic Sky Survey). Image Credit:  Sarah Wilkinson / LCO


MMA example: GW170817 (NS-NS)
NS-NS inspiral (GW) - gamma-ray bursts(gamma-ray) - kilonova (visible, infra red) 
 + afterglow lights from GRB (X-ray, UV, radio) all observed and consistent with prediction !



host galaxy for the GRB and kilonova

130 million light years 
13000만 광년

NGC4993



The kilonova became red and faded by a factor of over 20 in just a few days. This rapid change was captured by Las Cumbres Observatory 
telescopes as night time moved around the globe. Credit:  Sarah Wilkinson / LCO

Kilonova observation



KNTNet(Korea microlensing telescope network) 
외계행성 탐색 시스템(KASI)  provides  

one of the best, early visible light observation of 

the kilonova associated with GW170817





Orbital trajectories of representative simulated systems that led to a successful 
GW170817-like merger. T



recession velocity = Hubble constant H0 x distance to a celestial body 
    (Hubble flow) 

vH = H0 x d 

Applications of multi-messenger astronomy
and cosmology

Hubble constant

EM observation 
(host galaxies)

GW observation 
(BH-BH or NS-NS)

d=43.8 +2.9 Mpc-6.9



The power of GW - EM observation to understand 
our Universe and heavenly bodies 

multi-messenger astronomy proved to be powerful  
to constrain H0 and the inclination angle



orbital inclination angle is important parameter to understand the 
gamma-ray light emission from the merger of two neutron stars.



GW science and MMA

discovery, observation 
(GW)

mass, distance, location
spin (outcome of merger)

follow-up observation
(EM, neutrinos)
  
host galaxy (environment), 
redshift, relevant astronomy

astronomy
physics
cosmology

maga-science

(Data-driven science ?)

international efforts 



세계 각국의 중력파 과학 선도 노력

일본 

• 2005년~현재 
3km급 중력파 검출기 “카그라” 건설중

중국 

• 2016년 2월 우주 중력파 검출기 계획 발표

인도 

• 2016년 2월 “라이고 인디아(Indigo)” 전격 승인 
•    인도 최초의 메가 프로젝트

유럽 
• 2000년대초~현재 
비르고 

• 2015년 위성 프로토타입  
리사Pathfinder 성공

 X

Global efforts in detecting GWs



Korea efforts for GW science

KASI-KISTI-NIMS (KKN) 
MOU for GW convergence study 

Korea GW group (KGWG)

10+ LIGO members
10+ KAGRA members

KGWG

“superconducting low-frequency GW telescope”
(0.1-10 Hz)



GW science in Korea

GW data analysis  
“astrophysical” 
(waveform modeling, 
parameter estimation)

Astronomy and  
astrophysics 

(theory + observation)

Numerical Relativity 
(black hole physics and 

dynamics)

superconducting 
GW telescope R&D  
(target frequency: 
0.1-10 Hz)

GW data analysis  
“signal processing” 
“instrumentation” 
(noise identification and 

removal,  
Newtonian noise reduction)



Prospects of GW astronomy

in 30 yrs

population study

surprises

Earth 
+ 

space

cosmology

in 10 yrs

first detection

first 
catalogue

detectors 
on Earth

global 
network

first multi-
messenger

astrophysics on compact objects  
—> gravitation + cosmology

multi-band 
GW observation 



Summary

• GW astronomy began with the detection of    
   GW150914
   “international collaboration” plays a key role

• Multi-messenger astronomy (MMA)
   = GW(NS, BH)  + (GRB, supernova, galaxies) 

• More discoveries will come soon!

• multi-frequency GW observation will shed lights on our 
understanding of gravitation and cosmology as well
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